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Climate Change Threats to South Africa

• Changes in mean temperature – impact on human comfort 
levels: ~4°C by 2100, magnitude location specific

• Changes in total annual precipitation – very location specific, 
reductions for some regions and increases for others

• Increase in the frequency and severity of extreme events, 
and changes in their location

• Increase in sea level, with the possibility for direct and 
indirect flooding of coastal regions

• Increased fire probability

• Changes in plant and animal populations, distributions and 
ranges
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Climate Change Threats to South Africa

• Increased vulnerability to climate change stressors due to 
the comparatively low adaptive capacity

• Immediate needs to provide for basic human rights 
trump infrastructural measures to prevent possible 
future disasters

• Disjunction between concerns of tourists and 
accommodation establishments

• Due to the small business nature of many tourist 
operators in South Africa, there is a perception that 
climate change will only have influence once they 
have retired, and thus no incentive to adapt



The Importance of Climate to Tourism

1. Climate affects the selection of destination

2. Climate affects the timing of booking

3. Severe climatic events can destroy 
infrastructure, preventing access, 
isolating accommodation and the disrupting 
the functioning of attractions

4. Bad climatic conditions experienced at a 
destination can act as a deterrent to future 
tourists



The Importance of Climate to Tourism 
in South Africa

• Marketed as having ideal climate 
– ‘sunny South Africa’

• Predominance of outdoor tourist attractions
– Nature-based tourism
– Adventure tourism
– Beaches

• Poor adaptive capacity



Climate Change Threats to Tourism

• Temperature changes
• Comfort levels
• Thresholds for snow, ice

• Precipitation changes
• Floods
• Droughts
• Intensity of storms

• Changes in wind speed

• Sea level Rise

• Increase in extreme events
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Challenges in Quantifying 
Climate Change Threats to Tourism in SA

• Poor availability of data
• Meteorological records seldom 

complete
• Variables such as sunshine hours rarely 

captured
• Unconfirmed eurocentric metrics

• What constitutes unsuitable weather in 
South Africa – TCI scores always good

• How reliable is the TCI in capturing 
preferences



Addressing the Challenges

• Poor availability of data

Can we make mathematical adaptations to the 
standard Tourism Climatic Index to account for the 
South African data challenges, while maintaining a 
statistically representative model of climate 
sensitivity?



On-going Research
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On-going Research

• Poor availability of data
• Unconfirmed eurocentric metrics

Can we move away from these Eurocentric models 
and determine the climate sensitivity of tourists 
visiting South Africa?

Can we find alternative datasets that capture both 
the climate of a destination, and the tourist-climate 
experience?



On-going Research
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Key Questions for Tourism Sustainability

• Which climatic factors most severely influence the suitability 
of a location for tourism?

• Is climate likely to become a deterrent to tourism in South 
Africa?

• Are tourists concerned about climate change related 
extreme events?

• How can we mitigate detrimental climatic conditions to 
maximise the tourist experience?

• How best do we select adaptation responses to prepare for 
future climatic harm to tourism sustainability, while 
prioritising the immediate needs of SMMEs?


